Sennelier Artist Quality Acrylic
Satisfy your appetite for quality

haute viscosité . heavy body

ACRYLIQUE
extra-fine . artist quality

Since 1887, the Sennelier name has been
synonymous with quality, artist-driven
innovation and an unfailing commitment
to the advancement of art. From oil
paints to pastels, watercolours to inks
and gouache, Sennelier’s fine artist
materials are the go-to choice for the
most discerning artist.
Today, we have applied our expertise,
experience and unerring eye for colour
to create Sennelier Extra-Fine Acrylic
Paints. These new acrylics incorporate
the many qualities that are demanded
by today’s artists seeking a wide array
of renderings in one paint. Smooth and
creamy texture, rich and glossy colours
with fresh and intense tones. Sennelier has
selected pigments of the highest quality,
from the most demanding chemical
laboratories, in order to maximize purity
and clarity of tone. With 120 shades,
Sennelier offers one of the broadest
palettes on the market, including 4
interference colours and 6 iridescent
tones. Sennelier has also developed a
complete offering of fluid and gel media,
lacquers and other additives that give the
artist the flexibility to modify the texture,
viscosity, transparency, or luminosity of
the paint. Any artist can glaze, burnish,
thicken, mask, top, thin, mix or create his
own recipes!

60ml tube (2 fl oz)
120 colours
are available
in 60ml/2 fl oz
and 200ml
tubes/6,7 fl oz

The goal of this new line was the creation
of a line of artist-grade acrylics that has the
consistency and rendering capability similar
to those of extra-fine oils. The texture is that
of a colour paste, creamy and rich, revealing
desired brush or knife marks. With 120
shades, Sennelier offers one of the broadest
palettes on the market. These colours have
a high pigment content (primarily single
pigments), selected to provide optimal stability over time. Sennelier has also included the
colours that made its line of extra-fine oils
famous. Thus, the colour chart includes the traditional ultramarines, earths,
and ochres. It includes, among others, tones made from cadmium and cobalt based
pigments. Finally, there are colours based
on quinacridone, pyrrole, naphthol, and
phtalocyanine from recent research that offer
new possibilities to painters. Among the 120
tones, there are also 4 interference colours,
which is to say they reflect two different colours
according to the viewing angle. The line also
includes 6 iridescent metallic colours.
Sennelier maintains a tradition of artisanal
fabrication, subject to strict and constant quality
control. Each stage of production is rigorously
tested in the laboratory. A product is only launched on the market after a serie of tests confirming that it meets very specific requirements
for colour, lightfastness, consistency, saturation,
value, pH, and drying time. All products in the
extra-fine acrylic line conform to the ASTM
(American Society for Testing and Materials)
standard D4236 concerning toxicity and
safety. The colours also meet the ASTM D5098
standard, testifying to their lightfastness.
Sennelier extra-fine acrylic offers the possibility
of working with layers or wash drawings, in
combination with other techniques such as
pastels, charcoal, or ink, in overlays, and by
creating collages and inlays of various materials.
It can be used outdoors and in the studio. It
provides very good adhesion on many non-oily
surfaces: paper, canvases, cardboard canvases,
wood, fabric, cement, plaster, some plastics and
metals. It can be worked with a brush, painting
knife, metal spatula, directly from the tube to
obtain thick lines, or even with fingers. Thanks

Pastes
mediums
varnishes
Additives are indispensable for taking full advantage of the qualities of
the extra-fine acrylic paints.
Added to the Sennelier acrylic colours, media improve rendering and
adhesion without altering the hue. They have an adhesive property well
adapted to collage and inlay work.
As an overcoat, lacquers provide protection against natural and
chemical interactions (poor weather, dust…) and increase longevity,
regardless of the surface. Containing UV-filters, they protect the work
from the harmful effects of light. They provide a uniform matte, satin,
or glossy look. They can be used in pure form or diluted in water. They
can be applied with a paintbrush or brush on a completely dry surface.
Interior or exterior use.

Light modeling paste

This white paste has a light, supple, airy consistency allowing
the creation of coatings and relief. It holds tool marks and keeps
perfectly the imprint of the relief created, while offering great
suppleness to the film. It can be applied as it is or tinted by
pre-mixing it with Sennelier acrylic colours, with very little shade
alteration. Once dry, it can be painted, sanded, or sculpted.
Water soluble. Dries rapidly. Water resistant when dry.
500ml jar

to excellent spreading properties, there is no
difficulty mixing any of the Sennelier
extra-fine acrylic colors to obtain an
infinite number of shades, without altering the
luminosity of tones. They are excellent for
coatings and can be mixed with Sennelier
additives to modify the texture, viscosity,
transparency, or luminosity at will.
Sennelier extra-fine acrylic has little odor and
dries rapidly to create a permanent, insoluble, non-cracking, non-yellowing, water resistant film. The variation in rendering that may
occur after drying is very small or nonexistent
depending upon the shade.
For additional information, see the website
www.sennelier.fr where you can download
the color chart, catalog, find answers to many
practical questions about painting and
techniques, and also place your artworks online
in our artists’ gallery.

Modeling paste

This thick paste allows the creation of coatings and relief. It
holds tool marks and keeps perfectly the imprint of the relief
created, while offering great suppleness to the film. It can be
applied as it is or tinted by pre-mixing with Sennelier acrylic
colours. When mixed, the original tone of the Sennelier acrylic
colour will be slightly lighter. When drying, it produces a very
fine granular off-white surface, which can be painted, sanded,
or sculpted. Water soluble. Dries rapidly. Water resistant when
dry.
500ml, 1l jars

Thick modeling paste

This thick paste allows the creation of coatings and relief. It
holds tool marks and keeps perfectly the imprint of the relief
created, while offering great suppleness to the film. It can be
applied as it is or tinted by pre-mixing with Sennelier acrylic
colours. When mixed, the original tone of the Sennelier acrylic
colour will be slightly lighter. When drying, it produces a rough
granular off-white surface, which can be painted, sanded, or
sculpted. Water soluble. Dries rapidly. Water resistant when
dry.
500ml jar

Packaging:
120 colours are available in 60ml/2 fl oz and
200ml/6,7 fl oz tubes.
For the heaviest users, there are 500ml jars/16,87 fl oz
(24 colours), 1L/33,6 fl oz and 5L jars/176 fl oz
(3 colours)
Cardboard cases: travel (6t 21ml), primary (6t 60ml)

200ml tubes/6,7 fl oz

Cardboard Primary Case
(6t 60ml)

Matte gel medium

With a similar texture to Sennelier extra-fine acrylic, it improves
transparency, depth, and matte quality of the colour. It can be
added in any proportion to the paint. It can be mixed with gloss
gel medium to obtain satin effects. Water soluble. Dries rapidly.
Translucent and water resistant when dry, it will not crack.
200ml tube, 500ml, 1l jars

Gloss gel medium

With a similar texture to Sennelier extra-fine acrylic, it
improves transparency, depth, and brightness of the colour. It
can be added in any proportion to the paint. It can be mixed
with matte gel medium to obtain satin effects. Water soluble.
Dries rapidly. Transparent and water resistant when dry, it will
not crack.
200ml tube, 500ml, 1l jars

21ml tube/0,7 fl oz

Pastes
mediums
varnishes
Additives are indispensable for taking full advantage of the qualities of
the extra-fine acrylic paints.
Added to the Sennelier acrylic colours, media improve rendering and
adhesion without altering the hue. They have an adhesive property well
adapted to collage and inlay work.
As an overcoat, lacquers provide protection against natural and
chemical interactions (poor weather, dust…) and increase longevity,
regardless of the surface. Containing UV-filters, they protect the work
from the harmful effects of light. They provide a uniform matte, satin,
or glossy look. They can be used in pure form or diluted in water. They
can be applied with a paintbrush or brush on a completely dry surface.
Interior or exterior use.

Light modeling paste

This white paste has a light, supple, airy consistency allowing
the creation of coatings and relief. It holds tool marks and keeps
perfectly the imprint of the relief created, while offering great
suppleness to the film. It can be applied as it is or tinted by
pre-mixing it with Sennelier acrylic colours, with very little shade
alteration. Once dry, it can be painted, sanded, or sculpted.
Water soluble. Dries rapidly. Water resistant when dry.
500ml jar

to excellent spreading properties, there is no
difficulty mixing any of the Sennelier
extra-fine acrylic colors to obtain an
infinite number of shades, without altering the
luminosity of tones. They are excellent for
coatings and can be mixed with Sennelier
additives to modify the texture, viscosity,
transparency, or luminosity at will.
Sennelier extra-fine acrylic has little odor and
dries rapidly to create a permanent, insoluble, non-cracking, non-yellowing, water resistant film. The variation in rendering that may
occur after drying is very small or nonexistent
depending upon the shade.
For additional information, see the website
www.sennelier.fr where you can download
the color chart, catalog, find answers to many
practical questions about painting and
techniques, and also place your artworks online
in our artists’ gallery.

Modeling paste

This thick paste allows the creation of coatings and relief. It
holds tool marks and keeps perfectly the imprint of the relief
created, while offering great suppleness to the film. It can be
applied as it is or tinted by pre-mixing with Sennelier acrylic
colours. When mixed, the original tone of the Sennelier acrylic
colour will be slightly lighter. When drying, it produces a very
fine granular off-white surface, which can be painted, sanded,
or sculpted. Water soluble. Dries rapidly. Water resistant when
dry.
500ml, 1l jars

Thick modeling paste

This thick paste allows the creation of coatings and relief. It
holds tool marks and keeps perfectly the imprint of the relief
created, while offering great suppleness to the film. It can be
applied as it is or tinted by pre-mixing with Sennelier acrylic
colours. When mixed, the original tone of the Sennelier acrylic
colour will be slightly lighter. When drying, it produces a rough
granular off-white surface, which can be painted, sanded, or
sculpted. Water soluble. Dries rapidly. Water resistant when
dry.
500ml jar

Packaging:
120 colours are available in 60ml/2 fl oz and
200ml/6,7 fl oz tubes.
For the heaviest users, there are 500ml jars/16,87 fl oz
(24 colours), 1L/33,6 fl oz and 5L jars/176 fl oz
(3 colours)
Cardboard cases: travel (6t 21ml), primary (6t 60ml)

200ml tubes/6,7 fl oz

Cardboard Primary Case
(6t 60ml)

Matte gel medium

With a similar texture to Sennelier extra-fine acrylic, it improves
transparency, depth, and matte quality of the colour. It can be
added in any proportion to the paint. It can be mixed with gloss
gel medium to obtain satin effects. Water soluble. Dries rapidly.
Translucent and water resistant when dry, it will not crack.
200ml tube, 500ml, 1l jars

Gloss gel medium

With a similar texture to Sennelier extra-fine acrylic, it
improves transparency, depth, and brightness of the colour. It
can be added in any proportion to the paint. It can be mixed
with matte gel medium to obtain satin effects. Water soluble.
Dries rapidly. Transparent and water resistant when dry, it will
not crack.
200ml tube, 500ml, 1l jars

21ml tube/0,7 fl oz

Pastes
mediums
varnishes
Additives are indispensable for taking full advantage of the qualities of
the extra-fine acrylic paints.
Added to the Sennelier acrylic colours, media improve rendering and
adhesion without altering the hue. They have an adhesive property well
adapted to collage and inlay work.
As an overcoat, lacquers provide protection against natural and
chemical interactions (poor weather, dust…) and increase longevity,
regardless of the surface. Containing UV-filters, they protect the work
from the harmful effects of light. They provide a uniform matte, satin,
or glossy look. They can be used in pure form or diluted in water. They
can be applied with a paintbrush or brush on a completely dry surface.
Interior or exterior use.

Light modeling paste

This white paste has a light, supple, airy consistency allowing
the creation of coatings and relief. It holds tool marks and keeps
perfectly the imprint of the relief created, while offering great
suppleness to the film. It can be applied as it is or tinted by
pre-mixing it with Sennelier acrylic colours, with very little shade
alteration. Once dry, it can be painted, sanded, or sculpted.
Water soluble. Dries rapidly. Water resistant when dry.
500ml jar

to excellent spreading properties, there is no
difficulty mixing any of the Sennelier
extra-fine acrylic colors to obtain an
infinite number of shades, without altering the
luminosity of tones. They are excellent for
coatings and can be mixed with Sennelier
additives to modify the texture, viscosity,
transparency, or luminosity at will.
Sennelier extra-fine acrylic has little odor and
dries rapidly to create a permanent, insoluble, non-cracking, non-yellowing, water resistant film. The variation in rendering that may
occur after drying is very small or nonexistent
depending upon the shade.
For additional information, see the website
www.sennelier.fr where you can download
the color chart, catalog, find answers to many
practical questions about painting and
techniques, and also place your artworks online
in our artists’ gallery.

Modeling paste

This thick paste allows the creation of coatings and relief. It
holds tool marks and keeps perfectly the imprint of the relief
created, while offering great suppleness to the film. It can be
applied as it is or tinted by pre-mixing with Sennelier acrylic
colours. When mixed, the original tone of the Sennelier acrylic
colour will be slightly lighter. When drying, it produces a very
fine granular off-white surface, which can be painted, sanded,
or sculpted. Water soluble. Dries rapidly. Water resistant when
dry.
500ml, 1l jars

Thick modeling paste

This thick paste allows the creation of coatings and relief. It
holds tool marks and keeps perfectly the imprint of the relief
created, while offering great suppleness to the film. It can be
applied as it is or tinted by pre-mixing with Sennelier acrylic
colours. When mixed, the original tone of the Sennelier acrylic
colour will be slightly lighter. When drying, it produces a rough
granular off-white surface, which can be painted, sanded, or
sculpted. Water soluble. Dries rapidly. Water resistant when
dry.
500ml jar

Packaging:
120 colours are available in 60ml/2 fl oz and
200ml/6,7 fl oz tubes.
For the heaviest users, there are 500ml jars/16,87 fl oz
(24 colours), 1L/33,6 fl oz and 5L jars/176 fl oz
(3 colours)
Cardboard cases: travel (6t 21ml), primary (6t 60ml)

200ml tubes/6,7 fl oz

Cardboard Primary Case
(6t 60ml)

Matte gel medium

With a similar texture to Sennelier extra-fine acrylic, it improves
transparency, depth, and matte quality of the colour. It can be
added in any proportion to the paint. It can be mixed with gloss
gel medium to obtain satin effects. Water soluble. Dries rapidly.
Translucent and water resistant when dry, it will not crack.
200ml tube, 500ml, 1l jars

Gloss gel medium

With a similar texture to Sennelier extra-fine acrylic, it
improves transparency, depth, and brightness of the colour. It
can be added in any proportion to the paint. It can be mixed
with matte gel medium to obtain satin effects. Water soluble.
Dries rapidly. Transparent and water resistant when dry, it will
not crack.
200ml tube, 500ml, 1l jars

21ml tube/0,7 fl oz

568 serie 2

***
I
Cadmium Yellow Lemon

PW 6, PY 83, PY 3, PY 74

PY 35

575 serie 2

***
nr
Hansa Yellow Medium

haute viscosité . heavy body

535 serie 6

***
II
Light Naples Yellow

PY 184, PY 170

501 serie 2

***
II
Lemon Yellow Hansa
PY 3

574 serie 2

***
I
Cadmium Yellow Light

***
I
Primary Yellow

PY 35

PY 74

318 serie 2

***
II
Prussian Blue

303 serie 3

***
I
Cobalt Blue Hue

307 serie 6

PB27, PB 15:1

PW 6, PB 29, PB 15:3

PB 28

***
I
Cobalt Blue

314 serie 2

316 serie 2

505 serie 2

252 serie 1

208 serie 1

PY 42

645 serie 3

PW 6, PB 36, PB 28

PY 83, PR101, PV19

***
I
Ultramarine Blue
(green shade)

***
I
Transparent Yellow
iron Oxyde

PB 29

PB 29

PY 42, PR 101, PY 43

305 serie 6

323 serie 2

***
I
Dark Ultramarine Blue
(red shade)

631 serie 2

599 serie 4

***
I
Transparent red iron oxyde

***
I
Quinacridone Gold

PR 101, PY 42, PBk 11

PR 101, PY 42, PR 102

PY 150, PR 101, PR 206

259 serie 1

623 serie 1

627 serie 1
***
I
English Red

642 serie 4

***
I
Quinacridone Burnt Orange

PR 102

PR 101

PR 101

PR 206, PR 179

513 serie 2

***
I
Yellow Ochre

***
I
Raw Sienna

***
I
Cadmium Yellow Dark

577 serie 3

***
nr
Hansa Yellow Dark

561 serie 2
***
I
Yellow Lake

312 serie 2

***
I
Ultramarine Blue Light

365 serie 1

921 serie 2
***
I
Light Violet

***
I
Cerulean Blue

PY 35

PY 35

PY 184, PY 170

PY 154, PY 83

PW 6, PB 29

PB 29, PW 6, PV 15

PV15, PW6

PB 35

579 serie 4

687 serie 6

609 serie 6

385 serie 2

349 serie 3
***
I
Delft Blue

339 serie 3

***
I
Light Turqoise

337 serie 5

211 serie 1

919 serie 1

250 serie 1

650 serie 1
***
I
Blush Tint

***
nr
Warm bright yellow

PB 15:4, PW 6

PB 15:4, PW 6, PG 7

PW6, PG 7, PB 15:3

PG 50

PBr 33, PY 119, PY 164

PR 101

PY 42, PR 101, PW 6

PR 101, PY 42, PW 6

PW 6, PO 73, PBr 24

807 serie 3

896 serie 2

897 serie 2

563 serie 2

202 serie 1

407 serie 1

531 serie 6

***
I
Cadmium Yellow Medium

533 serie 6

529 serie 6

***
I
Blue Light

***
I
Cerulean Blue Hue

***
I
Chinese Orange

***
I
Red Ochre

***
I
Venetian red

ACRYLIQUE
extra-fine . artist quality

Colourchart

120
colours

You may refer to a hand-made colourchart
at your regular retail store.

: opaque (O)
: transparent (T)
: semi-transparent (T/O)
ASTM Lightfastness I :
excellent lightfastness for interior and
exterior application

537 serie 6

***
I
Cadmium Yellow Orange

***
I
Diarylide Yellow

***
I
Cadmium Orange

***
I
Cadmium Red Orange

605 serie 6

***
I
Cadmium Red Light

320 serie 2

PY 35

PY 83

PO 20

PO 20

PO 20

PW 6, PB 15:4

640 serie 3

608 serie 6

614 serie 3

683 serie 4

674 serie 4
***
I
Vermilion

343 serie 6

***
I
Cobalt Turquoise

341 serie 3

PR 255

PR 188

PB 36

PG 7, PB 15:3

***
nr
Red Orange

***
I
Cadmium Red

PO 73

PR 108

***
nr
Cadmium Red Hue
PO 73, PR 254, PY 1:1

***
I
Pyrrole Red Light

***
I
Azure Blue

***
I
Primary Cyan

***
I
Turquoise

***
I
Chromium Green
Deep
PG 7, PB 15:3

679 serie 4

690 serie 3

685 serie 6
***
I
Pyrrole Red

656 serie 5

***
I
Naphthol Red

686 serie 4

PV 19

PV 19, PR 208

PR 254

PR 170

611 serie 6

655 serie 4

692 serie 4

639 serie 4

***
I
Quinacridone Red

***
I
Pink Madder

835 serie 6

809 serie 5

***
I
Phthalo Green
(yellow shade)

PG 7

PG 36

811 serie 2

***
nr
Burnt Sienna

***
nr
Naples yellow warm
PBr 24, PO 73, PW 6

***
I
Mars Violet

***
I
Flesh Ochre

***
nr
Van Dyck Brown

412 serie 2

***
nr
Sennelier Brown

705 serie 1

PY 164, PY42

PBk11, PBr 33

PBr 23, PBk11, PY 83

PW 6, PBk 11, PY 164, PY 119

***
nr
Burnt Umber

***
nr
Warm grey

***
nr
Emerald Green

***
I
Cobalt Green Deep

***
I
Hookers Green

***
I
Permanent Green Light

831 serie 3

***
I
Yellow Cinnabar Green

707 serie 1

766 serie 1

931 serie 2

703 serie 2

755 serie 1

PV 19

PG 18

PG 26

PG 7, PY 74, PR 101

PY 154, PB 15:3

PY 154, PG 36

PB 29, PW 6

PBk 10

PB 60, PBk7, PR 109

PB 29, PB k7

PBk9

671 serie 4

871 serie 1

815 serie 3

805 serie 3

819 serie 2

813 serie 3

759 serie 1

761 serie 1

763 serie 1

119 serie 1

PG 17

PG 36, PY 83, PO 43, PW 6

PY 154, PB 29

PG 36, PY 83, PR 101, PB 15:3

PBk 11

PBk7

PBk1

PW4

214 serie 1

***
I
Primary Red

837 serie 4

***
I
Phthalo Green
(blue shade)

***
I
Cobalt Teal

***
I
Light Grey

***
I
Graphite

***
I
Neutral Tint

***
I
Paynes Gray

***
I
Ivory Black

ASTM Lightfastness II :
very good lightfastness for indoor use
nr: not ranked according to the ASTM
D5098 norm

***
I
Cadmium Red Purple

***
I
Quinacridone Red Orange

***
I
Quinacridone Crimson

PR 108

PR 206, PR 101

PR 206, PR 202

672 serie 4

658 serie 4

918 serie 4

***
II
Bright Yellow Green

***
I
Quinacridone Carmine

***
I
Quinacridone Fuschia

PV 19, PR 179

PR 122

PY 3, PG 7, PW 6

916 serie 2

***
I
Chromium Oxyde Green

***
I
Chromium Green Light

***
I
Sap Green

***
I
Olive Green

***
I
Mars Black

***
I
Carbon Black

***
nr
Intense Black

***
I
Tint White

116 serie 1

***
I
Titanium White
PW 6

***
I
Quinacridone Red Light

***
I
Quinacridone Pink

***
II
Medium Violet

***
I
Ultramarine Violet

941 serie 4

***
I
Permanent Violet Dark

213 serie 1
***
I
Green earth

***
I
Burnt Green earth

255 serie 1

***
nr
Brown Ochre

205 serie 1

438 serie 1

020 serie 4
***
excellent
Iridescent Pearl

029 serie 4
***
excellent
Iridescent Bright Silver

025 serie 4
***
excellent
Iridescent Antique Gold

028 serie 4
***
excellent
Iridescent Bright Gold

022 serie 4
***
excellent
Iridescent Bright Bronze

PR 122, PW 6

PR 122, PW 6

PV 23, PW 6

PV 15

PB 60, PR 122

PY 42, PBk 11, PG 17, PG7

PG 17, PR 101, PBk 7

PY 42, PBk 1, PG 17

PBk11, PY 42, PR 101, PY 74

PBk9, PY 83, PR 101, PG 17

Titanium Dioxide coated
Mica particles

Titanium Dioxide coated
Mica particles

Titanium Dioxide coated Mica
particles

Titanium Dioxide coated
Mica particles

Titanium Dioxide coated Mica
particles

917 serie 4

347 serie 2

566 serie 2

517 serie 2

***
II
Dioxazine Purple

395 serie 5

***
I
Anthraquinone Blue

308 serie 2
***
I
Indigo

***
I
Phthalo Blue (red shade)

326 serie 2

***
I
Phthalo Blue (green shade)

138 serie 1

136 serie 1

PV 23

PB 60

PB 15:1

PB 15:1

PB15:3

PG 17, PW 6, PY 42

PY 42, PW 6

120 colours are available in 60ml and 200ml tubes. For the heaviest users, there are 500ml jars (24 colours), 1l and 5l jars (3 colours).

***
I
Parchment

***
I
Titan Buff

***
I
Raw Umber

***
I
Sepia

***
I
Dark Naples Yellow

***
I
Indian Yellow

504 serie 1

***
nr
Mars Yellow Light

036 serie 4
***
excellent
Iridescent Bright Copper

050 serie 5
***
excellent
Interference Blue

051 serie 5
***
excellent
Interference Pearl

052 serie 5
***
excellent
Interference Green

053 serie 5
***
excellent
Interference Violet

PY 42, PY 74, PW 6

PY 153

PBr 24

Titanium Dioxide coated
Mica particles

Titanium Dioxide coated
Mica particles

Titanium Dioxide coated
Mica particles

Titanium Dioxide coated
Mica particles

Titanium Dioxide coated
Mica particles

568 serie 2

***
I
Cadmium Yellow Lemon

PW 6, PY 83, PY 3, PY 74

PY 35

575 serie 2

***
nr
Hansa Yellow Medium

haute viscosité . heavy body

535 serie 6

***
II
Light Naples Yellow

PY 184, PY 170

501 serie 2

***
II
Lemon Yellow Hansa
PY 3

574 serie 2

***
I
Cadmium Yellow Light

***
I
Primary Yellow

PY 35

PY 74

318 serie 2

***
II
Prussian Blue

303 serie 3

***
I
Cobalt Blue Hue

307 serie 6

PB27, PB 15:1

PW 6, PB 29, PB 15:3

PB 28

***
I
Cobalt Blue

314 serie 2

316 serie 2

505 serie 2

252 serie 1

208 serie 1

PY 42

645 serie 3

PW 6, PB 36, PB 28

PY 83, PR101, PV19

***
I
Ultramarine Blue
(green shade)

***
I
Transparent Yellow
iron Oxyde

PB 29

PB 29

PY 42, PR 101, PY 43

305 serie 6

323 serie 2

***
I
Dark Ultramarine Blue
(red shade)

631 serie 2

599 serie 4

***
I
Transparent red iron oxyde

***
I
Quinacridone Gold

PR 101, PY 42, PBk 11

PR 101, PY 42, PR 102

PY 150, PR 101, PR 206

259 serie 1

623 serie 1

627 serie 1
***
I
English Red

642 serie 4

***
I
Quinacridone Burnt Orange

PR 102

PR 101

PR 101

PR 206, PR 179

513 serie 2

***
I
Yellow Ochre

***
I
Raw Sienna

***
I
Cadmium Yellow Dark

577 serie 3

***
nr
Hansa Yellow Dark

561 serie 2
***
I
Yellow Lake

312 serie 2

***
I
Ultramarine Blue Light

365 serie 1

921 serie 2
***
I
Light Violet

***
I
Cerulean Blue

PY 35

PY 35

PY 184, PY 170

PY 154, PY 83

PW 6, PB 29

PB 29, PW 6, PV 15

PV15, PW6

PB 35

579 serie 4

687 serie 6

609 serie 6

385 serie 2

349 serie 3
***
I
Delft Blue

339 serie 3

***
I
Light Turqoise

337 serie 5

211 serie 1

919 serie 1

250 serie 1

650 serie 1
***
I
Blush Tint

***
nr
Warm bright yellow

PB 15:4, PW 6

PB 15:4, PW 6, PG 7

PW6, PG 7, PB 15:3

PG 50

PBr 33, PY 119, PY 164

PR 101

PY 42, PR 101, PW 6

PR 101, PY 42, PW 6

PW 6, PO 73, PBr 24

807 serie 3

896 serie 2

897 serie 2

563 serie 2

202 serie 1

407 serie 1

531 serie 6

***
I
Cadmium Yellow Medium

533 serie 6

529 serie 6

***
I
Blue Light

***
I
Cerulean Blue Hue

***
I
Chinese Orange

***
I
Red Ochre

***
I
Venetian red

ACRYLIQUE
extra-fine . artist quality

Colourchart

120
colours

You may refer to a hand-made colourchart
at your regular retail store.

: opaque (O)
: transparent (T)
: semi-transparent (T/O)
ASTM Lightfastness I :
excellent lightfastness for interior and
exterior application

537 serie 6

***
I
Cadmium Yellow Orange

***
I
Diarylide Yellow

***
I
Cadmium Orange

***
I
Cadmium Red Orange

605 serie 6

***
I
Cadmium Red Light

320 serie 2

PY 35

PY 83

PO 20

PO 20

PO 20

PW 6, PB 15:4

640 serie 3

608 serie 6

614 serie 3

683 serie 4

674 serie 4
***
I
Vermilion

343 serie 6

***
I
Cobalt Turquoise

341 serie 3

PR 255

PR 188

PB 36

PG 7, PB 15:3

***
nr
Red Orange

***
I
Cadmium Red

PO 73

PR 108

***
nr
Cadmium Red Hue
PO 73, PR 254, PY 1:1

***
I
Pyrrole Red Light

***
I
Azure Blue

***
I
Primary Cyan

***
I
Turquoise

***
I
Chromium Green
Deep
PG 7, PB 15:3

679 serie 4

690 serie 3

685 serie 6
***
I
Pyrrole Red

656 serie 5

***
I
Naphthol Red

686 serie 4

PV 19

PV 19, PR 208

PR 254

PR 170

611 serie 6

655 serie 4

692 serie 4

639 serie 4

***
I
Quinacridone Red

***
I
Pink Madder

835 serie 6

809 serie 5

***
I
Phthalo Green
(yellow shade)

PG 7

PG 36

811 serie 2

***
nr
Burnt Sienna

***
nr
Naples yellow warm
PBr 24, PO 73, PW 6

***
I
Mars Violet

***
I
Flesh Ochre

***
nr
Van Dyck Brown

412 serie 2

***
nr
Sennelier Brown

705 serie 1

PY 164, PY42

PBk11, PBr 33

PBr 23, PBk11, PY 83

PW 6, PBk 11, PY 164, PY 119

***
nr
Burnt Umber

***
nr
Warm grey

***
nr
Emerald Green

***
I
Cobalt Green Deep

***
I
Hookers Green

***
I
Permanent Green Light

831 serie 3

***
I
Yellow Cinnabar Green

707 serie 1

766 serie 1

931 serie 2

703 serie 2

755 serie 1

PV 19

PG 18

PG 26

PG 7, PY 74, PR 101

PY 154, PB 15:3

PY 154, PG 36

PB 29, PW 6

PBk 10

PB 60, PBk7, PR 109

PB 29, PB k7

PBk9

671 serie 4

871 serie 1

815 serie 3

805 serie 3

819 serie 2

813 serie 3

759 serie 1

761 serie 1

763 serie 1

119 serie 1

PG 17

PG 36, PY 83, PO 43, PW 6

PY 154, PB 29

PG 36, PY 83, PR 101, PB 15:3

PBk 11

PBk7

PBk1

PW4

214 serie 1

***
I
Primary Red

837 serie 4

***
I
Phthalo Green
(blue shade)

***
I
Cobalt Teal

***
I
Light Grey

***
I
Graphite

***
I
Neutral Tint

***
I
Paynes Gray

***
I
Ivory Black

ASTM Lightfastness II :
very good lightfastness for indoor use
nr: not ranked according to the ASTM
D5098 norm

***
I
Cadmium Red Purple

***
I
Quinacridone Red Orange

***
I
Quinacridone Crimson

PR 108

PR 206, PR 101

PR 206, PR 202

672 serie 4

658 serie 4

918 serie 4

***
II
Bright Yellow Green

***
I
Quinacridone Carmine

***
I
Quinacridone Fuschia

PV 19, PR 179

PR 122

PY 3, PG 7, PW 6

916 serie 2

***
I
Chromium Oxyde Green

***
I
Chromium Green Light

***
I
Sap Green

***
I
Olive Green

***
I
Mars Black

***
I
Carbon Black

***
nr
Intense Black

***
I
Tint White

116 serie 1

***
I
Titanium White
PW 6

***
I
Quinacridone Red Light

***
I
Quinacridone Pink

***
II
Medium Violet

***
I
Ultramarine Violet

941 serie 4

***
I
Permanent Violet Dark

213 serie 1
***
I
Green earth

***
I
Burnt Green earth

255 serie 1

***
nr
Brown Ochre

205 serie 1

438 serie 1

020 serie 4
***
excellent
Iridescent Pearl

029 serie 4
***
excellent
Iridescent Bright Silver

025 serie 4
***
excellent
Iridescent Antique Gold

028 serie 4
***
excellent
Iridescent Bright Gold

022 serie 4
***
excellent
Iridescent Bright Bronze

PR 122, PW 6

PR 122, PW 6

PV 23, PW 6

PV 15

PB 60, PR 122

PY 42, PBk 11, PG 17, PG7

PG 17, PR 101, PBk 7

PY 42, PBk 1, PG 17

PBk11, PY 42, PR 101, PY 74

PBk9, PY 83, PR 101, PG 17

Titanium Dioxide coated
Mica particles

Titanium Dioxide coated
Mica particles

Titanium Dioxide coated Mica
particles

Titanium Dioxide coated
Mica particles

Titanium Dioxide coated Mica
particles

917 serie 4

347 serie 2

566 serie 2

517 serie 2

***
II
Dioxazine Purple

395 serie 5

***
I
Anthraquinone Blue

308 serie 2
***
I
Indigo

***
I
Phthalo Blue (red shade)

326 serie 2

***
I
Phthalo Blue (green shade)

138 serie 1

136 serie 1

PV 23

PB 60

PB 15:1

PB 15:1

PB15:3

PG 17, PW 6, PY 42

PY 42, PW 6

120 colours are available in 60ml and 200ml tubes. For the heaviest users, there are 500ml jars (24 colours), 1l and 5l jars (3 colours).

***
I
Parchment

***
I
Titan Buff

***
I
Raw Umber

***
I
Sepia

***
I
Dark Naples Yellow

***
I
Indian Yellow

504 serie 1

***
nr
Mars Yellow Light

036 serie 4
***
excellent
Iridescent Bright Copper

050 serie 5
***
excellent
Interference Blue

051 serie 5
***
excellent
Interference Pearl

052 serie 5
***
excellent
Interference Green

053 serie 5
***
excellent
Interference Violet

PY 42, PY 74, PW 6

PY 153

PBr 24

Titanium Dioxide coated
Mica particles

Titanium Dioxide coated
Mica particles

Titanium Dioxide coated
Mica particles

Titanium Dioxide coated
Mica particles

Titanium Dioxide coated
Mica particles

Pastes
mediums
varnishes
Additives are indispensable for taking full advantage of the qualities of
the extra-fine acrylic paints.
Added to the Sennelier acrylic colours, media improve rendering and
adhesion without altering the hue. They have an adhesive property well
adapted to collage and inlay work.
As an overcoat, lacquers provide protection against natural and
chemical interactions (poor weather, dust…) and increase longevity,
regardless of the surface. Containing UV-filters, they protect the work
from the harmful effects of light. They provide a uniform matte, satin,
or glossy look. They can be used in pure form or diluted in water. They
can be applied with a paintbrush or brush on a completely dry surface.
Interior or exterior use.

Light modeling paste

This white paste has a light, supple, airy consistency allowing
the creation of coatings and relief. It holds tool marks and keeps
perfectly the imprint of the relief created, while offering great
suppleness to the film. It can be applied as it is or tinted by
pre-mixing it with Sennelier acrylic colours, with very little shade
alteration. Once dry, it can be painted, sanded, or sculpted.
Water soluble. Dries rapidly. Water resistant when dry.
500ml jar

to excellent spreading properties, there is no
difficulty mixing any of the Sennelier
extra-fine acrylic colors to obtain an
infinite number of shades, without altering the
luminosity of tones. They are excellent for
coatings and can be mixed with Sennelier
additives to modify the texture, viscosity,
transparency, or luminosity at will.
Sennelier extra-fine acrylic has little odor and
dries rapidly to create a permanent, insoluble, non-cracking, non-yellowing, water resistant film. The variation in rendering that may
occur after drying is very small or nonexistent
depending upon the shade.
For additional information, see the website
www.sennelier.fr where you can download
the color chart, catalog, find answers to many
practical questions about painting and
techniques, and also place your artworks online
in our artists’ gallery.

Modeling paste

This thick paste allows the creation of coatings and relief. It
holds tool marks and keeps perfectly the imprint of the relief
created, while offering great suppleness to the film. It can be
applied as it is or tinted by pre-mixing with Sennelier acrylic
colours. When mixed, the original tone of the Sennelier acrylic
colour will be slightly lighter. When drying, it produces a very
fine granular off-white surface, which can be painted, sanded,
or sculpted. Water soluble. Dries rapidly. Water resistant when
dry.
500ml, 1l jars

Thick modeling paste

This thick paste allows the creation of coatings and relief. It
holds tool marks and keeps perfectly the imprint of the relief
created, while offering great suppleness to the film. It can be
applied as it is or tinted by pre-mixing with Sennelier acrylic
colours. When mixed, the original tone of the Sennelier acrylic
colour will be slightly lighter. When drying, it produces a rough
granular off-white surface, which can be painted, sanded, or
sculpted. Water soluble. Dries rapidly. Water resistant when
dry.
500ml jar

Packaging:
120 colours are available in 60ml/2 fl oz and
200ml/6,7 fl oz tubes.
For the heaviest users, there are 500ml jars/16,87 fl oz
(24 colours), 1L/33,6 fl oz and 5L jars/176 fl oz
(3 colours)
Cardboard cases: travel (6t 21ml), primary (6t 60ml)

200ml tubes/6,7 fl oz

Cardboard Primary Case
(6t 60ml)

Matte gel medium

With a similar texture to Sennelier extra-fine acrylic, it improves
transparency, depth, and matte quality of the colour. It can be
added in any proportion to the paint. It can be mixed with gloss
gel medium to obtain satin effects. Water soluble. Dries rapidly.
Translucent and water resistant when dry, it will not crack.
200ml tube, 500ml, 1l jars

Gloss gel medium

With a similar texture to Sennelier extra-fine acrylic, it
improves transparency, depth, and brightness of the colour. It
can be added in any proportion to the paint. It can be mixed
with matte gel medium to obtain satin effects. Water soluble.
Dries rapidly. Transparent and water resistant when dry, it will
not crack.
200ml tube, 500ml, 1l jars

21ml tube/0,7 fl oz

Thick gloss gel medium

Thicker than Sennelier extra-fine acrylic, it adds to the
consistency of the paint. It retains the mark of the tool and
keeps perfectly the imprint of the relief created. It improves
the transparency, depth, and brightness of the colour. It can
be added in any proportion to the paint. It can be mixed with
thick matte gel medium to obtain satin effects. Water soluble.
Transparent and water resistant when dry, it will not crack.
200ml tube, 500ml jar

Matte thick gel medium

Gloss fluid medium

Gloss fluid glazing medium

Matte fluid medium

Matte lacquer with UV protection

Gloss lacquer with UV protection

Thicker than Sennelier extra-fine acrylic, it adds to the
consistency of the paint. It retains the mark of the tool and
keeps perfectly the imprint of the relief created. It improves
the transparency, depth, and matte quality of the colour. It can
be added in any proportion to the paint. It can be mixed with
thick gloss gel medium to obtain satin effects. Water soluble.
Translucent and water resistant when dry, it will not crack.
200ml tube, 500ml jar

It improves fluidity, luminosity, and depth of the paint. Added
to Sennelier acrylic colours, it allows to obtain gloss glazes.
Water soluble. Dries rapidly. Transparent and water resistant
when dry.
75ml, 250ml jars

It can be applied with a paintbrush or brush on a completely
dry surface. Containing anti-UV agents, it creates a protective
film that attenuates the brightness of colours and is resistant to
the harmful effects of light and to scratches. To be used as it is
or diluted in water. It can be mixed with gloss lacquer to obtain
a custom satin finish. Interior or exterior use. Translucent, nonyellowing, water resistant, and irreversible when dry.
75ml, 250ml, 1l jars

It improves the fluidity, transparency, and brightness of the
colour. It can be added in any proportion to the paint. It can
be mixed with matte fluid medium to obtain satin effects. Water
soluble. Dries rapidly. Transparent and water resistant when
dry.
75ml, 250ml jars

It improves the fluidity, transparency, and matte quality of the
colour. It can be added in any proportion to the paint. It can
be mixed with gloss fluid medium to obtain satin effects. Water
soluble. Dries rapidly. Translucent and water resistant when
dry.
75ml, 250ml jars

It can be applied with a paintbrush or a brush on a completely
dry surface. Containing anti-UV agents, it creates a glossy
protective film resistant to the harmful effects of light and to
scratches. To be used as it is or diluted in water. It can be mixed
with matte lacquer to obtain a custom satin finish. Interior
or exterior use. Translucent when wet. Perfectly transparent,
non-yellowing, water resistant, and irreversible when dry.
75ml, 250ml, 1l jars

Gesso

This white universal primer providing good coverage can be
applied to non-oily painting surfaces: canvas, paper, wood…
For canvases, a sizing coat is necessary before application of
the gesso primer. It can be used as it is or diluted in water (80 to
90% gesso with 20 to 10% water according to the consistency
desired). It can be applied as it is or tinted by pre-mixing it
with Sennelier acrylic colours. It penetrates the surface and
allows good paint adhesion. Sennelier gesso is suitable for many
techniques: acrylic, oil, watercolour, tempera, egg tempera,
casein, gouache… For acrylic, one layer is sufficient, for oil, two
layers are recommended. Dries rapidly.
500ml, 1l jars, 5l bucket

Coloured gessos

They have the same qualities as traditional gesso. Available in
black, light grey, red ochre, and yellow ochre, they allow a work
to be started on an opaque coloured surface.
500ml jar

Semi-absorbent gesso (white)

By giving the surface (canvas, paper …) a fine grain similar to
that of watercolour paper, it forms a porous surface when dry,
which improves penetration and diffusion of the colour with
greater resistance to water than traditional paper. It can be used
as it is or tinted by pre-mixing it with Sennelier acrylic colours.
For painting with acrylic, oil (gives a matte touch), watercolour,
egg tempera, gouache, or casein. Water soluble. Dries rapidly.
500ml jar

Acrylic primer for pastels (white)

By giving the surface (canvas, paper…) an abrasive,
micro-fibrous texture close to that of “Pastel Card”, it allows
the use of pastel, charcoal, or chalk techniques. … It can be
used as it is or tinted by pre-mixing with Sennelier acrylic
colours. Water soluble. Dries rapidly.
500ml jar

2. Additives
Fluid retarder

It extends the work by increasing the drying time and facilitating
mixture of paints and media. It increases the fluidity of the colour
without altering its hue. It is recommended to add no more than
a 20% proportion to the colour. Transparent when dry.
75ml, 250ml jars

Additional
Products

Gel retarder

1. Surface preparation products

3. Cleaning products

Acrylic paint can be used on many non-oily surfaces: paper,
canvases, cardboard canvases, wood, fabric, cement, plaster,
some plastics and metals… To improve adhesion of colours to
the surface and to extend the lifespan of the work, Sennelier
offers various surface preparation products.

With a texture similar to Sennelier extra-fine acrylic, it contains a
retarder designed to extend work by increasing drying time and by
facilitating mixture of paints and media. Transparent when dry.
60ml tube

Oil and acrylic brush cleaner

Allows cleaning of brushes, knives, palettes… coated with dry
colours (oil or acrylic), lacquers, and media. Tools cleaned with
this product can be rinsed with water.
75ml jar

Additional
products

Finish

Colour work

Surface
preparation

Gesso

x

x x

x

Coloured gesso

x

x x

x

Semi-absorbent gesso (white)

x

x x

x x

Acrylic primer for pastels
(white)

x

x x

x x

Modeling paste

x

x x x x

x x x

Light modeling paste

x

x x x x

x x x

Thick modeling paste

x

x x x x

x x x

Bright fluid medium

x x x

x x x x x

x

Gloss fluid glazing medium

x x x

x x x x x

x

Matte fluid medium

x x x

x x x x

Gloss gel medium

x x x x x

x x x x

Matte gel medium

x x x x x

x x x

Thick gloss gel medium

x x x x x

x x x x

Matte thick gel medium

x x x x x

x x x

Fluid Retarder

x

Gel retarder

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x x

x x x x x

Matte lacquer with UV protection

x x

x x x x
x

Cleanup

x

x x

x x
x

x

x

Gloss lacquer with UV protection

Oil and acrylic brush cleaner

x

Translucence when dry

Transparency when dry

Slow drying

Matte Quality

Brightness

Collages

Water solubility

Dilution, thinning of colours

Thinning the paste

Structures and textures

Coating, Layering

Mixed with acrylic colour Sennelier

Undiluted use

Glazing

Background layer

Pastes
mediums
varnishes
Additional
products

x
x

x
x

haute viscosité . heavy body
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